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5. 	9T4 	'3 -t TT 	 I Rc fMi 31ET 	II 
1892/2008/T 	,ffM 3t 	cPI.K 	igs 111'T i1iF qR 1T1r'i, 

fu 	f1T 	19.09.2016 5T '3cs1 fL \j'jf 	[ [fr<u[ q UUç 	ItkI1f 

meaning fi1ftr 	z fp 

Electric motor is a machine which converts electric power into mechanical energy and 
produce motion to a muscle or nerve of machine to go. Electric motor is not electrical goods, 
this is a part of machine and liable to tax @ 4% covered by the entry at s.no. 27 of schedule 
Iv. 

rfki 4IRlc1 	 fP9 .'flfcj 	 f1 f 
1. CTO (A-E), Sriganganagar Vs Ms Durgeshwari Foods Ltd. 32 Tax Update page 3 
2. Commissioner of Income Tax Vs Reliance Petroproducts Pvt. Ltd. 322 ITR pg 158 
3. ACTO, Jodhpur Vs Nirali Dhani 35 Tax Update pg 269 
4. Uniflex Cables Ltd. Vs Commsissioner Central Excise, Surat 40 PHI pg 28 
5. Sree Krishna Electricals Vs State of Tamil Nadu and another 23 VST pg 249 
6. Dasu Ram Nautan Dass Vs State of Punjab and another 32 PHT pg 491 
7. Lord Venketeshwar Caterers Vs CTO Anti-evasion 8 VAT Rep. pg 264 
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pff , 	fMT f?m 19.09.2016 
5T ff#Trff '3e 	fiii, t:— 

"Against the background of factual and legal matrix of the case in the foregoing account, 
We conclude that entry no. 27 in Schedule as it stood before 27.08.2008, conveyed a wider 
sense, including not only Pant and Machinery, but also encompassing part and accessories - 
thereof, and thus 	ered in unmistakable terms electric motor as embedded therein. With 
no 	trairovjsjon in force functional applicability of the aforesaid entry entry no. 27
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of Schedule to the RVAT Act far outweighed the parochial interpretation indulged in by the 
ACCT in the process of the impugned determination order having regard to tax on electric 
motors. Even otherwise Electric Motor when sold alone embraces term, 'part and accessory 
of the plant and machinery" in given sense, because also unless legally restricted for a 
varying use by a specific statutory provision in force, how a warped version of the wording 
for the impugned entry could be used to deny benefit of beneficial construction to the 
appellant assessee of four percent tax on its commodity in the light of clause (6) of Section 
2 read with entry 27 of Schedule IV to the RVAT Act and therefore electric motor naturally 
fell in the entry no. 27; hence taxable at the rate of 4%. 

Since there is no room for two fold taxation on the same commodity in the RVAT Act and 
in keeping with law enunciated in the aforesaid case of Assistant Commissioner, Special 
Circle, Bhilwara Vs M/s Shree Alloys Industries Pvt. Ltd. Bhilwara (Supra), it is held that 
the value added tax on the impugned commodity, that is, electric motor would be charged to 
tax@ four per cent in the relevant period under dispute in absence of an otherwise enabling 
statutory clause providing for sale with a rider before the aforesaid date 27.08.2008 to bring 
it to the excepted category of residual rate of IV Schedule annexed to the RVAT Act. 
As the schedules annexed to the RVAT Act set Out the scheme of tax rates, they are 
necesserily part of the Act. The present issue mainly revolves ground several facts of uses of 
the electric motor in different walks of life and draws its strength from the rate schedules to 
the RVAT Act which are its umbilical chord. Decision on the impugned appeal regarding 
tax rate on electric motor to be decided herein below would be applicable and confined to 
the transactions till 27.08.2008. 

Therefore, appeal of the appellant in facts and circumstances of the case as enumerated in 
foregoing paras is accepted inasmuch electric motor would be liable to tax at the rate of four 
per cent, to all intents and purposes, in the relevant period under consideration. Also, aside 
from it, the impugned determination order, dated 19.07.2008, on account of above decision 
having found it so seriously flawed as to render it meaningless, is set aside." 
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lI1 	3fft1 	 tqff 3l4.c ciIe4-I 43 tlT 4 tii 158 Z5 
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"So far as the question of penalty is concerned the items which were not 
included in the turnover were found incorporated in the appellant's account 
books, where certain items which are not included in the turnover are disclosed in 
the dealer's own account books and the assessing authorities includes these items 
in the dealers' turnovers disallowing the exemption penalty cannot be imposed. 
The penalty levied stands set aside." 
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